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Submarine volcanos, 415. 435.
Submarine eruptions in mid Atlantic, 420.
Subsidence of land, 442. 446. 451. 458. 477. 484. 486.

489. 496. 668-738, 739.-, permanent, 536.
-, great areas of, 166. 179. 765.-, greater than elevation, 542. 762.-, simultaneous in Miocene epoch, 186.

, ofland, delta of Mississippi, 217.
of coral islands slow and uniform, 766.

Subterranean movements, uniformity of, 180.
-, movements near New Madrid, 1811-12, 216.
Successive development of organic life, 130.
Suffolk, cliffs undermined, 296.
-, tertiary strata of, 140.
Sulphuric acid, lake of, in Java, 338.
Suiphureous springs, 247.
Sumatra, volcanos in, 339.
-' animals destroyed by river floods in, 728.
Sumbawa, subsidence in island of, 1815, 445. 739.
-, ashes, transported to great distances by erup-tion of, 107.
Sunda, Isles of, volcanic region of, 336.
Sunderbuntis, part of delta of Ganges, 264." Sunk country," west of New Madrid in U. S., 444.
Superior, Lake, deltas of, 256.
-, recent deposits in, 170. 957. 743
-, its depth, extent, &c., 256.
-, bursting of, would cause a flood, 153.
Sussex, waste of its coast, 305.
Sutlej, IL, fossils near, 8.
Swanage Bay, excavated by sea, 305.
Sweden, gradual rise of, 499. 541.
-, gradual subsidence of south of, 509.
-, earthquakes in, 510.
-, land rising, 186.
-. Sec also Scandinavia.
Switzerland, towns destroyed by landslips in, 708.
Syria, earthquakes in, 340. 434.

T.
Tacitus cited, 348.
Tagliamento, R., delta of the, £08.
Targioni, on geology of Tuscany, 42.
-, on origin of valleys, 42.
-, on fossil elephants, 42.
-, on deposits of springs, 241.
Tartary, volcanos in, 340.
Tay, estuary of, encroachment of sea in, 290.

, submarine forests in, 290.
Taylor, Mr. B.. C., on waste of cliff's, 293.
-, on gain of land on coast of Norfolk, 295.
-, on formation of 1,owestoff Ness, 296.
-, on caves in isle of Cuba, 717.
Tchihatchofl M., map of Italy, 129.
Teissier, M., on human bones in caves, &c., 715.
Temperature, great changes in, 92.
-, difference of, in places in same latitudes, 95.
-, warmer in tertiary periods, 77.
-, oscillation of, 125.

See Climate.
Temples, buried, in Egypt, 703.
-under water in Bay of Bairn, 493.
Tenerifl'e, volcanic eruptions in, 423.
Terra dcl Fuego, fauna of, 139.
Terranuova, subsidence near, 452.

fault in the tower of, 459.
-, landslips near, 466.
Tertiary formations, general remarks on, 140. 177.
-, geographical changes during their accumula

tion, 118.
-, newest in Scotland, indicate a colder climate,

126.
-, origin of successive periods, 176.
-, circumstances under which these and the se
condary formations may have originated, 117, 118.
-, fossils of the newest, 178.
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Tertiary, mammiferous remains of successive, 140.
143.
-, of England, 78. 140.

I -, of the Paris basin, 140.
- deposits, climate of warmer, 87.
Testacea, their geographical distribution, 626.

fossil, importance of, 177.
marine imbedding 01; 747.-, freshwater, 745.

-, burrowing, 748.
-, longevity of species of, 78-, recent number of, in difFerent tertiary periods

141. 177.
Texel, waste ofislands near the, 315.
Thames, valley of, tertiary strata in, 78.
-, gain and loss of land in its estuary, 299.-, tide in its estuary, 323.
-, buried vessel in alluvial plain of the, 735.
Thanet, Isle of, loss of land in, 3(11.
Thermo-clectrictty, 523.
Thrace subject to earthquakes, 340.
Thury, M. 1-lericort de, on Artesian wells, 235. 237.
TFiylacotheriuw Prevostii, 136.
Tiber, growth of its delta, 246.
Tide wave of the Atlantic, 296.
Tides, height to which they rise, 267. 278.
-, effect ofwinds on the, 285.
-, effects of, on wells near London, 234.
-, their destroying and transporting power, 276.
-, their reproductive eflects, 324.
- and currents, drifting of remains of animals,
by, 730.

Tledcmann on changes in the brain in the fetus of
vertebrated animals, 587.

Tiger of Bengal found in Siberia, 79.
Tigris and Euphrates, their union a modern event,

274.
Tilesius on Siberian mammoth, 84.
Time, prepossessions in regard to the duration of

past, 64. 66.
Tivoli, flood at, 200.
-, travertin of, 246.
Tomboro, volcano, eruption of, 446.
-, town of, submerged, 446.
Torte del Greco overflowed by lava, 378.
-, columnar Izivas of, 368.
Torrents, action of, in widening valleys, 194.
Torres' Strait, volcano of, 767.
Totten, Col., on expansion of rocks by heat, 540.
Tournal, N., on French caves, 714, 715.
Towns destroyed by landslips, 709.
Trade winds, 107-1283.
Traditions of losses of land, 311. 314.
-, of floods, 481. 483.
Transition texture, 170.
- formations, 170.
Trap rocks of many different ages, 157.
Travertin of the Elsa, 240.
- ofSan Vignone, 241.
- of San Fill ppo, 242.
-, spheroidal structure of, 243.
-, compared to English magnesiafl limestone, 244.
- ofTivolt, 246.
Travertin oolitic, recent formation of, in Lancerote,

423.
Tree-ferns, distribution of, 90.
-, extend more south than northof equator. 89
Trees, longevity of, 410.
Trimmer, Mr., on recent marine shells in Wales,

122.
Trinidad, subsidence in, 252.
-, pitch lake of, 252.
Tripergolu, 351, 355. 379.
Tripohtza, plain of, breccias in, 711.
Trollhattan, 506. -
Truncation of volcanic cones, n. 4i.
Tufts. See Truvcrtin.
Tu11 infusorial, 37.'.
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